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Abstract In trod uction

Since its inception in 1990, the WEE Storage System The development of new computing technologies,
StandardsWorking Group has identified storage-system driven by the need for continued productivity in
management as an area in need of furtherdevelopment, scientific and commercial communities, has resulted in
The pressing need for standards in storage-system dramatic increases in data storage requirements.
management arises from the requirement to exchange Advances in massively parallel processors, memory
management information and to provide control in a capacities, distributedcomputing capabilities overhigh-
consistent, predictablemannerbetween the components speed netwod_ and new generations of applications
of a storage system. An appropriateset of management dictate a re-evaluation of traditional storage
standardswill allow multiple vendors to supply storage architectures,and a search for innovative,cost-effective
management subsystems or applications that are storage solutions. Experts in storage systems are now
integral to or compatible with new storage systems describing an emerging paradigm shift from CPU-
couforming to future _ standards, centered to network-centeaedstorage-systemarchi_

[1]. Commercial vendors have startedto recognize that
An early, practical applicationof IEEEstorage-system- the phenomenon of explosive growth coupled with an
management work is being pursued at the National emerging, diverse, distributed application environment
Storage Laboratory (NSL), a recently-formedindustrial will require consistent, shared, networkstorage devices
collaboration at Lawrence Livermore National with simplified administration and automated
Laboratory. The NSL's purpose is to develop advanced management[2].
hardware and software technologies for high-

. performance,distributedstorage systems. Since storage- Searching for new network-oriented approaches to
system management is of critical concern, it is being storage was the catalyst in the formationof the National
explored in depth at the NSL. Work was initiated to Storage _ [3]. The NSL is an industry-driven
define basic management requirements and develop collaboration organized to investigate new high-
generalized graphical-user-interfacetools using remote- performance storage-system technologies. One of the
procedure-call mechanisms to implement the NSL's key points of the NSL's architectural configuration is
conceptual management framework. Several constraints the ability to distribute the individual components of a
were imposed on the development of early versions of storage system and allow communication between these
this work to maintain compatibility with the NSL's components through high-speed switching fabrics. As
underlying UniTree-based software architecture and to new network technology begins to blur the distinction
provide timely prototypes and proof of_ between local and remote components of a storage

system, effective managementbecomes crucial.
The projectleverages the on-going standardswork of the
IEEE Storage System Standards Working Group The need for effective management of distributed
(SSSWG) and utilizes the ideas of previous, related laXXessesand open systems has long been recognized in
efforts, including existing ISOmanagement standards.It the network domain. ISO (the International
also explores some of the relationshipsand interactions Organizationfor Standardization)has developed a series
between IEEE storage-system management and more of standards for systems management related to their
well known management methods for distributed OSI (Open Systems Interconnection work. These
systems and networks. The early application of storage- standards include a management framework and
system-managementstandardshas the immediatebenefit architecture[4,5], management informationservicesand

. of providing basic management capabilities for the protocols [6,7], a management information model [8],
high-performance storage systems underdevelopment at anda guideline for the definition of managed objects [9].
the NSL. It will also have longer-term benefits by In parallel with the OSI efforts, the Internetdeveloped
providing "real-life" storage-system-management and adopted SNMP (Simple Network Management

" requirements to the IEEE SSSWG for validation of Protocol) in 1988 [10]. SNMP has now become a
evolving standards, widely-accepted protocol standard for network
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management. An enhanced follow-on SNMP protocol, systems management, and follows the guidelines of the
called the Simple Manager_:entProtocol (SMP) and evolving IEJ_ Mass StorageReferenceModel [16,17].
developed to address shortcomings of the original

. SN'MP, " currently undergoing evaluation by the Storage-System Management
InternetEngineeringTask Force [11].

The availabilityof adequatestorage-system-management
Other organizations, including standards bodies tools is now recognized as an important aspect of the

" developing portable operating systems and open, increasingly complex hierarchical storage systems
distributed-lxocessing frameworks[12], have addressed developed over the past decade [18]. Simply stated, the
distributed system management concerns. Although role of storage-system management is to monitor and
most of these efforts are network or operating systems control the available resources of a storage system in
orientedapproaches to management,a few have touched ways that conform to the particular management
upon areas likely to have an impact on storage-systems policies of a given site. A sub0e assumption is thatsite
management. An example is UNIX International's policies for storage are usually constructed to make
System Management Working Group. This optimal use of resources, but there is no strict
organization has published severaldocumentsdescribing requirement that efficient resource utilization be the
storage device management[13] andhierarchicalstorage driving force behind such policies. For example, sub-
management [ 14]. They state that effective storage optimal usage may result when site policies provide to
managementis criticalbecause it improvesdata process- a particular group of users (e.g., those with the most
ing in several areas: performance, availability, space money or power) an over-allocation of resources to the
utilization, device installation, and user productivity, detriment of the general user base and the storage
They conclude thatinefficient storage is costly in terms system as a whole. The IEEE SSSWG takes the
of machine and human resources and, eventually, position that the intent of standards for storage-system
money, management is to provide a generalized frameworkfor

the design of useful management subsystems and
The many developments in network and systems applications, rather than to accommodate or force
management have led to a diversity of sometimes specific management facilities or policies.

" incompatible methods of managing distributed
resources. A highly-visible attempt to address this The basic role of storage-system management within
problem is the Open Software Foundation's Distributed the IEEE SSSWG model is shown in Figure 1.

" Management Environment (DME) architecture [15]. Storage-system management communicates with ali
DME provides functions and services that unify and servers in the storage system and can communicate with
supportboth network and systems management. It will clients of the storage system as weil. Other external
also provide support for future, distributed storage- processes may also communicate with the storage-
system management. The DME specifies an object- system-management component of the model to affect
oriented infrastructure for distributed management various managementoperationsand behaviorwithin the
applications and will support Internet and OSI storage system. Specific kinds of storage-system-
management protocols. It will also have a unified management services have been described in Version 5
management user interface that integrates ali types of of the IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model. Some of
management interactions, and will include distributed the functions provided by storage-system management
notification services, may be included as part of a server's standardclient

interface. We assume thatthere will be various levels of
Still another set of global specifications for common authorization associated with storage-system-
network management methods is the Network management functions available through a server's
Management Forum's Omnipoint. In its first release, client interface. Withoutan adequate authenticationand
Omnipoint 1 include nearly one hundredspecifications authorization mechanism, potentially dangerous
thatpresentsan envelope of wrapperaround a numberof operations could be performed by an arbitrary client,
existing managementstandards.Itis expected to provide leading to detrimentalresults.
a common implementation profile for many of these
standards.A follow-on specification, called Omnipoint Some management capabilities, such as administrative
2, will have increased breadth of functionality across configurationcontrolor migrationandde-fragmentation,

. many industryfocus groups and sector profiles, may not be provided via a server's general client
interface.Thesekindsof managementoperationsmay

The NSL has begun to investigate some of the specifics be performed by the external processes of Figure 1 and
. of storage-system management and its vital importance may be developed outside the scope of an IEEEstorage

to the successful utilization of new storage-system system.
hardware and software technologies. The NSL effort
builds from much of the extant work in network and
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and automatedreconfigumtion of hierarchicaldata

Storage System Glioots J placement andmigration algorithms [19].
* Most storage system environments have a

preponderance of management activities at the less
automated end of this scale. A goal of successful
storage-system management is to provide facilities and

" services that allow many operations to be at the more
* automated end of the scale without necessarily

BitfileSecv_ precluding operations at the manual end. Tile degree of
storageSe_e¢ S management automation or "self-management" should

PhysicalVolumeLibrary S be considered a matterof site policy and should not be
MI rigidly dictated. From a practical point of view, the

Physical Volume Repositc_ management of storage systems would be "easier" and
S_age Devicesand "safer" if most of the managementoperationswere more

automatic. It should not be surprising that an
examination of LLNL's experience with storage

S,__ESSS_ systems shows a strong correlation between the
complexity of manual operationsand the probabilityof
human error. It is also true that the possibilities for
catastrophic consequences increase dramatically in

Figure 1. IEEE storage-system management complex storage-system environments.

Storage-system-management operations can be The value of storage-system-management services,
performed in a variety of ways. The amount of tools, and applications corresponds to the ability of
automation inherentin the performanceof an operation those services, tools, and applications to facilitate "self-
can range fromnone to completely automated: managed" or automated operations. The goals ofb

storage-system management can be summarized as
- Operations that require a manual decision to follows:

initiate, followed by a manual analysis process,
. followed by a manual corrective action, if • High fault tolerance

necessary. An example is an operator-initiatedjob
that prints out a list of I/O errors for a specified • High recoverability
group of hardwaredevices overa particulartime. * High resource utilization

• Operations that are automatically initiated, but • Balancedworkloads
require a manual analysis process and manual

• Conformance to site policycorrective action, if necessary. An example is an

automatic alert message warningof a high number * Automatedmanagement
of I/O errors foran individual device or group of
devices. The device remains operational until an A storage system thatmeets these goals will be viewed
administratordecides it should be takenoff-line or by both users and administratorsas available, reliable,
put into a less-than-fully-operational mode (e.g., efficient, effective, simple to manage, and simple to
read-only), use.

• Operations that are automatically initiated and Management Models
analyzed, but requirea manualcorrectiveaction, if

necessary. An example is an automatic decision to A storage-system-management capabilitydepends upon
change the state of a device because a known the existence of an entity that describes specific aspects
threshold of errors has been reached. It may still of a physical or logical resource of the system. The
require furthermanual correctiveactions to access aspects described must be of interest to or needed by
and protectdataon thefailing device, management applications. In most network and systems

management models, these entities are called managed-
• Operations that are automatically initiated, object definitions andrepresent themanagementview of

. automatically analyzed, and automaticallyprovide the resourcesof the storagesystem.
a corrective action, if necessary. Examples are

dynamic device load balancing, volume shuffling Most of the approaches in use today for modeling dis-
and clustering due to suspect or falling conditions, tributed applications and management of distributed

network and system resources are object-oriented. The



use of object-oriented principles was widely accepted The OSI andOMGmodels havebeenadaptedandrefined
because of its facility in promoting modularity, by several organizations [22]. The tSF DME and
extensibflity and componentreuse, others reconcile these two models by describing

• management solutions as a collection of cooperating
objects that share information and provide application

Management functions. In this combined approach, the strict
Process distinction between manager and agent is not

maintained.Objects contain management knowledge in
termsof object state and behavior. Since the objects are

uane0ngs_om addressableacross a distributednetwork,the knowledge

present in these objects is obtainable by a variety of
applicationclients. A specialized implementation of the

I OMG's object request broker, called the management

request broker, has been developed and optimized in
OSF's DME for management services. Its relationship
to applications and servers is shown in Figure 3.

I
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Figure 2. OS! Management Model

The ISO Open Systems Interconnect management

• model defines a management interface between a (_ (_(_manager and an agent and is shown in Figure 2.
Applications issuing managementrequestsand receiving
notifications are viewed as managers. The requests are
operations on agent-maintained managed objects and Figure 3. OSF DME Management Model.
their attributes. Notifications can be responses to
previous requests or can be asynchronously delivered The IEEE SSSWG used the OSI management model as
descriptions of significant events. "Inis model makes a the starting point for its storage-system-management
distinction between a managed object and the physical work primarilybecause it represents an accepted set of
resource that it represents by defining an interface to a internationalstandardsin the managementareaand most
managed resource that is independent of the of its concepts have been included in newer vendor-
implementation of the resource. The resource is visible drivenefforts. As new approaches (e.g., tSF DME and
to management only through this interface, called the NMF Omnipoin0 progress in gaining wider vendor and
managed-objectboundmT, user acceptance, the IEEE SSSWG and the NSL will

adapttheir workas aplxopriate.
The object model defined by the Object Management
Group specifies the interactions between client applica- NSL Requirements
dons and the objects that it can utilize to perform
services [20,21]. A logical entity called an object- A goal of the storage-system-management component
request brokermediates the interaction between clients of the NSL collaborative project is the development of
and server objects. Servers are always objects. Clients standards-based management interfaces and protocols

• may be objects, but they may also be application using modular managed-object definitions. A set of
programs or libraries as weil. In the OMG model, the managed objects will be identified and defmed together
defined interfaces are the communication procedures with the operations, attributes, and notifications

. between clients and the object request broker, or necessary for the development of practical management
between the object requestbrokerand server objects, capabilities. We expect the results of the storage-

system-management work at the NSL to drive the IEEE
SSSWG effortand influence its eventualdirection.



from a centralized point, such as startingand stopping
The storage-system-management requirements for the background support utilities like migration and
NSL were generated, in part, by identifying and reclamation procedures,or disabling devices for service

, generalizing the specific management operations of or repair.At LI24L and the NSL, operationspersonnel
storage systems at the two major computer centers at are limited in what they can do, and normally are
LLNL. The Livermore ComputerCenter currentlyruns allowed to perform only a small subset of the

• the Livermore Distributed Storage System [23,24], the management operations able to be performed by
precursor of UniTree. The National Energy Research systems personnel. These limitations are, of course,
Supercomputer Center runs the Common File System site- and system-dependent policies and may vary
developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory[25]. accordingto the sophistication and technical level of the
These systems, along with most other modern storage operators.
systems, meet several management requirements In many environments, a subset of the general user
including (but not limited to) purging,migration, space community is deemed to be "privileged" in that theyare
reclamation, and backup. It should be noted that since allowed to issue managementoperations beyond what is
the storage system under developmentat the NSL is an allowed to the general user community.Typically, these
enhanced version of UniTree (referred to as NSL- operations include the ability to examine and/orchange
UniTree), initial managed-object definitions were attributes of the storage system normallynot visible to
heavily influencedby UniTree-specificrequirementsand a user (e.g., the ability to list or modify another user's
capabilities, directory). It should be noted that some of the abilities

of privileged users may not necessarily be available to
The NSL requirementsidentificationandmanaged-object operationspersonnel.
definition tasks have been divided into two phases. In
Ptfe One, only those requirementsdeemed necessary A subset of management operations usually exists that
for the successful day-to-day operation of UniTree are are innocuous enough to be issued by anyone. These
identified. As stated above, the managed-object might include receiving dynamic status infommtion or
definitions for Phase One have been heavily influenced summarized statistical information about the storage
by the information readily obtainable from UniTrce. In system. Sometimes this information is availableb

Phase Two, and subsequent phases, more general directly from the storage-system servers as partof the
storage-system-management requirements will be server's generalclient interface(see Figure1).
examined, and managedobjects will be defined beyond

* those providedbytheUniTreearchitecture. For this work, we define three basic types of
managementprocesses:

For Phase One NSL storage-system management, we
have defined five different types of managementclients, • Monitoring Functions
together with a set of security services to provide • Control Functions
protection against unauthorized requests. The different
client types in approximate orderof capability level are: • AlarmNotifications

• Site Manager This is an oversimplification of the full range of man-
- Systems Personnel agement operations that will eventually be present in

the NSL and it is likely that these types will laterbe
• Operations Personnel expandedandmote fully defined.

• PrivilegedUsers Monitoring functions are management operations that
. Non-PrivilegedUsers Ixovide the capabilityto a managementclient to receive

management information about the storage system. A
Management operations performed by systems typical example is information about the state of
personnel may include general storage system physical and logical storage devices and volumes.
configuration tasks, diagnosis and resolution of error Displays, or other mechanisms for information
conditions, and addition or deletion of various physical communication, are needed for major storage-system
and logical components. In situations where it may be component and servers and should be capable of

• dangerous for multiple systems personnel to providing basic summary information for known
concurrently-initiate similarmanagementoperations, an activity within the server. Displays areused at the NSL
individual Site Manager may be given sole primarily because the NSL's storage-system-

- responsibility or authorityfor certaintasks, management implementation is based on a graphical
userinterface (GUD environment. Mechanismsare also

Some examples of management tasks for operations needed to monitor resource utilization, general
personnel are rote activities that must be performed configuration, and specific policies relevant for each

selN_.



to what is contained within the shaded outline box of
Managementoperations thatallow a managementclient Figure 1. The Data Server Process is a mechanism to
to change the state or other characteristic of some allow the Sammi environment to act as a client to the
component in the storage system are classified as Storage System Manager. Other (non-Sammi)clients
control functions. Typical examples include changing have the ability to interact with the Storage System
the administrativeor operational state of storagedevices Manager through varying types of application
and volumes, and setting threshold levels for internal processes. In the current NSL implementation,

" counters that may trigger an internal process to start, however, only a Sammi-specific Data Server Process is
Interactive displays or other mechanisms are needed to used and the Sammiruntimeenvironment interacts with
allow authorized management clients to easily perform a single NSL-UniTree storage system. The NSL-
these controloperations. UniTree environment is not precluded from interacting

with multiple externalmanagement wocesses.
Alarm notifications (usually asynchronous) are the
result of significant events occurring within the storage In the NSL implementation, the ability for the separate
system and are differentiated here from other kinds of components to efficiently communicate comes from a
asynchronous events that convey simple monitoring common knowledge of NSL-UniTree managed-object
information. Alarm notifications, while not necessarily definitions. Communication between the Sammi
due to faultconditions, are intended to convey important RuntimeEnvironmentand its peer application (the Data
events affecting the operational health of the system. Server) is through industry-standardRemote Procedure
An alarm usually indicates that some immediate or Calls (RPCs). The Storage System Manager also
eventual management action needs to be initiated.Some communicates with the Data Server and with the
typical examples are errorconditions on file transfers, UniTree managementinterface routines throughRPCs.
security violations, inconsistent directory information,
and the exceeding of pre-defined thresholds. A I /
communication mechanism is needed to display and/or I
record the alarms, alerting appropriate personnel.
Additional information is usually provided with the

" alarm concerning alarm type. the probable cause, the j [
severity level, and possible actions thatmight be taken. _ _n_oEnt4ronmont

• Implementation _
,Pc

The initial NSL storage-system-management 1_'
implementation is based on the Sammi GraphicalUser _nesix,O_'l ....
Environment. Sammi is a UNIX-based system from DataServerProcess
Kinesix that connects with management applications _
and can control or be controlled by those applications. It R_
was chosen as the top layer in the NSL storage-system- I_'
management architecture primarily for its ability to Management
provide straightforward,fastprototypingandaneasy-to- StorageSystemManager _ Infom_ationBase
use GUI environment. Sammi is also compatible with _ ,,
the IBM RISC 6000 workstationsin useat the NSL RPC
and is able to act as a well-behaved X-client. using X- , ..
Windows and Motif Widgets. The overall NSL storage-
system-managementarchitectureis shownin Figure4. NSLUniTreeSSMMods _ ,

The top portion of Figure 4. which contains the NSLUniTreeServer =

displays, runtime environment, and application
programminginterface, is actually the Kinesix Sammi Figure 4. NSL management configuration
Graphical User Environment and can be conceptually
viewed as equivalent to one of the External Process For each Sammi display, which may in turn contain

• boxes in Figure 1. Windowed displays are developed several individual smaller displays of managed-object
using a special Sammi Format Editor that produces attribute values, a structured request is sent from the
format flies interpretedby the runtime environment at Sammi Runtime Environment through the Data Server
display time. User access to displays can be controlled to the Storage System Manager. The request acts a
by system administrationsecurity policies. The bottom get/set data operation or as a registration process to
portion of Figure 4 is partof the NSL-UniTree storage- receive data at regular intervals or as asynchronous
system-managementdevelopment work andcorresponds events. If the Sammi display is subsequently terminated



because it is no longer needed, a corresponding de- the disk and tape servers have alarms for resource
regisU-ation process occurs for the information that was exhaustion. A strong effort was made to develop the
being received. In between the registration and de- UniTree storage-system-management interface

. registration, the Storage System Manager and modifications in a modular fashion to allow
management interface modificationsin NSL-UniTree are extensibihty for Phase Two and later phases.
responsible for keeping information about active
attribute groups or other information types. C onc i u si o n s

The Storage System Manager is able to intercept and The extensive work already accomplished and work in
restructure management requests sent to it by the Data progress for network and systems management signifi-
Server ff it can determine that those requests do not need cantly overshadows efforts in storage-system
or should not go to the NSL-UniTree management management. Many of the ideas concerning
interface routines. A request may not need to be sent to management of widely-distributed i_ocesses have been
UniTree because the Storage System Manager has the well explored and it is becoming more apparent that the
ability or the responsibility to formulate the response, computing industry is moving toward consensus for
Some management information may not be available common management frameworks that cover many
directly from UniTree but may instead be contained in disjoint areas, including storage systems. With that in
the Storage System Manager's Management mind, we have taken some initial steps within the NSL
Information Base (MIB). For example, if an attribute for to investigate how to manage storage systems modeled
a managed object does not have a direct counterpart in after the IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model.
UniTree, but its value can be determined by the Storage The fluidity and speed of progress inherent in evolving
System Manager by making multiple requests to distributed management environments strongly suggest
UniTree over time, that attribute value can be that we be guided in future enhancements by the above
summarized or calculated in the MIB. In a similar mentioned consensus developing within both industry
manner, the MIB may contain information previously and standards organizations. We also encourage these
retrieved from UniTree and kept current by the Storage industry and standards organizations to look toward
System Manager through periodic updates from efforts such as the NSL and the IEEE SSSWG to help

• UniTree. The MIB shown in Figure 4 is an abstraction guide them in developing effective management tools
that represents a holding piace or repository for current, for storage systems.
saved, summarized, and calculated data. In Phase One its
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